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Provides an array of tools that can simplify the work of accountants. It can organize financial information by assigning it to categories and other objects, and it is possible to create user groups and sub-groups, with the purpose of keeping track of each organization’s duties. It supports bank accounts and transactions, and allows users to generate reports
and perform various functions. Aside from the functions mentioned above, users can also print monthly accounts, export data to Excel or PDF, and generate charts. The client management tool allows users to handle four different types of client, including individual, group, corporate and village bank. Users can assign photos to each client’s profile, thus

facilitating the identification process. The loan management tool allows users to calculate interest in different manners and provides numerous other useful features. It is possible to schedule and manage payments, set interest rates, define installment fees, configure holiday and weekend days, if needed. Apart from the functions described above, Octopus
Micro Finance Suite also allows you to generate reports and packs various security-related options. For instance, users can benefit from password-protected unique access, customizable transaction limits, role-based control access and audit logs. Reports can be either printed if users prefer keeping them as hard copies, or exported to a wide variety of

formats, including DOC, DOCX, XLS or PDF, for future reference. This feature allows users to organize and keep track of a wide spectrum of information in a convenient manner, without having to access each corresponding function every time. Octopus Micro Finance Suite Details: Octopus Micro Finance Suite Requirements: Microsoft.NET
Framework 4.0, 4.5 Microsoft SQL Server Microsoft Windows Octopus Micro Finance Suite Features: Client management Individual / group / corporate / village bank clients Multiple bank accounts Financial transactions Prepaid cards Credit / debit Investment Savings management Loan management Loan types (fixed-rate, variable rate, interest)

Eligibility Repayment management Payment schedule (weekly, monthly, based on date, fixed date) Allow payments Allow partial payments Min and max installment fees Interest rate Date-based or accumulated installment fees Loan period Loan date Vendor-specific funds Charge an annual fee Implementation time Installation:
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Octopus Micro Finance Suite is a robust and functional application that can be used by microfinance institutions to efficiently manage the data stored in their financial system. The software provides users with numerous features and utilities that they can rely on, such as client, loan, accounting, and savings management tools. The software can be set up
easily and efficiently without the need of an expert. About Us: Since 2008, Microsolutions IT has been offering software that can help various institutions, organizations and individuals in their day-to-day activities. Our mission is to provide our clients with high-quality software that they can rely on in order to improve their quality of life. Contact Us:
Microsolutions IT Villa Park Industrial Park, Penang 13600 Malaysia Email:microsolutions.it@gmail.com 1. Octopus Micro Finance Suite is an application designed to simplify the work of accountants by providing them with a wide variety of useful tools that they can rely on. Since it works with SQL servers, it requires an SQL server setup that it can
connect to in order to run properly. This application might prove to be useful for microfinance institutions, as it features numerous utilities that can help its users organize and keep track of various information. Among its features, users can find client, loan, accounting and savings management tools. The client management tool supports handling four

different types of client, including individual, group, corporate and village bank. It can automatically identify entries and remove or overwrite duplicate entries, depending on the situation. Users can assign photos to each client's profile, thus facilitating the identification process. The loan management allows users to calculate interest in different manners
and provides numerous other useful features. It is possible to schedule and manage payments, set interest rates, define installment fees, configure holiday and weekend days, if needed. Aside from the functions described above, Octopus Micro Finance Suite also allows you to generate reports and packs various security-related options. For instance, users
can benefit from password-protected unique access, customizable transaction limits, role-based control access and audit logs. Reports can be either printed if users prefer keeping them as hard copies, or exported to a wide variety of formats, including DOC, DOCX, XLS or PDF, for future reference. This feature allows users to organize and keep track

of a wide spectrum of information in a convenient manner, without having to access each corresponding function every time. KEYMACRO Description: Oct 77a5ca646e
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RESTructure is an application designed to assist online retailers with product search, image collation and compression, and other search-related activities. With this application, you can view a 360-degree view of product information. The application supports several language types, including English, French, German, Dutch, Portuguese, Greek, Spanish,
and Italian. The product detail can be inspected, and you can obtain various product information, including product links, image details, and product keywords. With the image collation and compression option, you can compress product images into smaller sizes. And with the product search option, you can search for products by their images.
RESTructure also comes with a built-in database, with the ability to save details of your preferred products. Users can upload multiple product images and details, along with their preferred attributes, keywords, and prices, thus helping you to find the most suitable products in your catalog. SWFM is an acronym for "Software Wrapper for Linux
Financial Manager". This application is designed to make the work of accountants easier by providing them with a number of useful tools. The application can connect to MySQL servers and run with a single account. Aside from that, it comes with other features, such as the ability to read and write SQL queries, import/export statements, and generate
reports. Users can import transactions from various sources, including an Excel spreadsheet, CSV file, or into a SQL statement. The generated statements can be executed at different levels of granularity. SWFM also allows you to generate and manage the key figures of your business, such as accounts receivable, accounts payable, cash flow, and profit
and loss. You can track inventory, split inventory into its component parts, and perform stock management. You can also generate cash flow statements and profit and loss statements. Q-Trace is an application designed to assist with inventory tracing. The application can store and load product information. Aside from that, it is possible to search for
products, generate key figures, and generate PDF reports. The application can connect to a MySQL server, and it requires a license to be used. The following features are part of the application: 1. Inventory tracing. 2. Search for products. 3. Key figures generation. 4. PDF report generation. Q-Trace Download Instructions: STEP 1: Download the right
version of the application for your operating system. The latest version is recommended. STEP
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The client management tool supports handling four different types of client, including individual, group, corporate and village bank. It can automatically identify entries and remove or overwrite duplicate entries, depending on the situation. Users can assign photos to each client's profile, thus facilitating the identification process. The loan management
allows users to calculate interest in different manners and provides numerous other useful features. It is possible to schedule and manage payments, set interest rates, define installment fees, configure holiday and weekend days, if needed. Aside from the functions described above, Octopus Micro Finance Suite also allows you to generate reports and
packs various security-related options. For instance, users can benefit from password-protected unique access, customizable transaction limits, role-based control access and audit logs. Reports can be either printed if users prefer keeping them as hard copies, or exported to a wide variety of formats, including DOC, DOCX, XLS or PDF, for future
reference. This feature allows users to organize and keep track of a wide spectrum of information in a convenient manner, without having to access each corresponding function every time. Features: The client management tool supports handling four different types of client, including individual, group, corporate and village bank. It can automatically
identify entries and remove or overwrite duplicate entries, depending on the situation. Users can assign photos to each client's profile, thus facilitating the identification process. The loan management allows users to calculate interest in different manners and provides numerous other useful features. It is possible to schedule and manage payments, set
interest rates, define installment fees, configure holiday and weekend days, if needed. Aside from the functions described above, Octopus Micro Finance Suite also allows you to generate reports and packs various security-related options. For instance, users can benefit from password-protected unique access, customizable transaction limits, role-based
control access and audit logs. Reports can be either printed if users prefer keeping them as hard copies, or exported to a wide variety of formats, including DOC, DOCX, XLS or PDF, for future reference. This feature allows users to organize and keep track of a wide spectrum of information in a convenient manner, without having to access each
corresponding function every time. Installation: The application is designed to work in Microsoft Windows. The installation process includes the components for the SQL Server database, the Web service, the client management tool and the other executables. See also: Microfinance applications Gapps Package is a package of Android applications that
aims to provide a convenient set of tools that will help the user get the most out of their Android devices. It includes applications such as Games, Calendar, Chat, Browser, Gallery, Media, Notes, Phone, SMS, Camera, Video, Contacts, Contacts+, SMS, Calendars, Email, Maps, Play Games, Files, Auto Sync, Security, Tools, Video, Voice Recorder and
Calculator. Description: The package includes
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (Build 17134) Windows 10 (Build 17134) Processor: Intel Core i3-540M / AMD Phenom II X4 945 Intel Core i3-540M / AMD Phenom II X4 945 RAM: 4 GB 4 GB Video: NVIDIA GeForce 650, AMD Radeon HD 6670 NVIDIA GeForce 650, AMD Radeon HD 6670 DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Storage: 20 GB
available space Recommended: OS: Windows 10 (Build 17134)
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